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É W. can divide the EaÉh into five climatic zones. Look at
country in? Read and listen to the text to find out what this

the map. Which zone is your
means.

NOBTH

SOUTH TEMPERATE ZONE

Climate is the usual type of weather in a place. For example, the climate in India is hot, and the
climate in Greenland is very cold. Climate affects the way people dress, eat, work, build houses
and enjoy their free time.

The :r:Lrc sclar zùnes: Aretle and A::tarct:a
There are only two seasons in the polar zones: a very long winter with temperatures below -3O
oC, and a short summer with temperatures of a few degrees above zero. Temperatures go down
when you move away from the equator, and the polar zones are very far from the equator so
it is always extremely cold. During the summer the sun shines all day long, but it doesn't come
up at all during the winter. The land in the polar zones is always covered with snow.

The'c'"s?a te:"::pe:.a:e rsit=s: N-orÉh T=ri:perate Z*:=,e aclc Scuti. ?empera.Le Eone
The North and south Temperate Zones have four seasonsr spring, summer, autumn
and winter. In these zones the temperatures are never too hot or too cold, and
there is a moderate amount of rainfall. However, there are climatic differences
between the temperate zones.
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In this zone night and day both last about twelve hours each. At this [atitude the
sun's rays fall at a 90' angle all year long and the temperature is always quite
high. At the equator it rains almost every day, As you move north or south of the
equator it rains less, but it is always hot.
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